Dear Showers of the Way, I wish to continue with this theme so as to summarize in a way, the previous 3 Parts, hopefully pointing out to you another Form of Qualification, so that you all may begin to Truly grasp the importance of why you are here and why so much change is now upon you! You cannot at this stage appreciate the gravity of your choices that you are making! We have told you in previous Discourses that in 2025, Shamballa will be activating a New Creative Impulse that humanity must be in a position to hold firmly within their entire body system. And to do this the conservation of your Energies, Divine Economy is just a small part of the Design being presented to you at this time. Allow Me to explain through a very brief précis of the history of Shamballa and the connection that Planetary Logos has to it. If you pay close attention to My words you may find many correlations with that already disclosed within the previous Discourses.

During the first few decades of the twenty-first Century, teaching anent Shamballa was given forth. The effort of the Abstract Mind of man and woman and woman will be towards the comprehension of this, just as the goal of hierarchical contact marks the present effort of the Disciple. Glamour is disappearing; illusions are being dissipated; the stage of penetration into a New Dimension, into a New Phase of effort and of attainment is rapidly being promulgated. The Theme of Shamballa is still New, and little is yet known about it, its way of life and its Governing Laws. Only Initiate and Disciples can get a glimpse of some of the more exoteric significance’s, whilst the Inner meaning must be drawn forth by you in deep and concentrated meditation and by the determined use of the Will.

Some key thoughts I can here give to you, and if you use them as the theme of your meditation, Light upon the subject may break forth:

1. Shamballa is the place of Purpose. It is a Purpose which cannot be understood until the Plan is followed. Herein lies a clue.

2. Shamballa is not a Way, but a Major Centre of Related States and a relatively Static Energy; Energy held ready for Creative Purposes by the Focussed Intention of the Great Council, acting under the Directing Eye of the Lord of the World.

3. Shamballa is the major ‘Point of Tension’ upon the Planet. It is a tension that Expresses Loving Intelligent Will, free from all self-will or mental bias.
4. Shamballa is the major receptive agent upon the Planet, from the angle of Solar Inflow, but at the same time it is the main distributing ‘Point of Energy’, from the Angle of the Kingdoms in Nature, including - the Fifth Kingdom, the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of Souls. From the ‘Point of Tension’ the Life Pattern of the Planetary Logos and His Will, become Embodied and finally Matured through the Processes of Evolution.

5. Shamballa receives Energy from various Solar and Extra-Solar Entities or Centres of Emphatic and Energetic Life; i.e., from Venus, from the Central Spiritual Sun, from the current conditioning Constellation through which our Sun may be passing, from the Great Bear and other Cosmic Centres. Sirius, so important a factor in the Spiritual Life of the Planet, brings its Energies to bear direct upon the Hierarchy, and Energy from Sirius does not normally enter our Planetary Life via Shamballa.

6. Shamballa is the Head Centre, speaking symbolically, of Our Planetary Life, Focusing Will, Love and Intelligence in One Great and Fundamental Intention and holding that Focussed Point throughout the entire Life Cycle of a Planet. This Great Intention Embodies current Purpose and Expresses Itself through the Medium of the Plan.

Under the Law of Sacrifice, Sanat Kumara (to express the idea in occult terms) ‘must turn His back upon the Central Spiritual Sun, and with the Light of His Countenance Irradiate the Path of the prisoners of the Planet’. He sentences Himself to stay for as long as may be needed, ‘Acting as the Sun and Light of the Planet until the day be with us and the night of Pralaya descends upon His finished Task’. Thus and only thus can the Light of the Central Spiritual Sun begin to penetrate the dark places of the Earth. When this happens all ‘shadows disappear’; an occult reference to the all-embracing radiance of the Monad as it absorbs both its reflection, the Soul, and its shadow, the personality.

The Initiate, on his and her tiny scale, achieves a paralleling expression of the Law of Sacrifice. He eventually turns his and her back upon the courts of Shamballa and upon the Way of the Higher Evolution as he retains his and her contact with the Earth and works as a Member of the Hierarchy for the extension of the Will-to-Good among men, and therefore among all the lesser Evolutions.

Under the Law of Sacrifice, the Lord of the World remains ever behind the scenes, unknown and unrealized by the Humanity. He came to Save, until such time as they have reached the stage of Flowering forth as Perfect man and women and, in their turn,
become the Saviours of Humanity. Then they know Him to exist. From the standpoint of the forms of life in the four Kingdoms of Nature, Sanat Kumara is non-existent. In developed Humanity, prior to moving on to the Probationary Path, He is sensed and dimly sought under the vague word ‘God’. Later, as the life of the Disciple have manifested reaches the Higher Layers or Brackets in the Human Hierarchy, there emerges in the consciousness of the Disciple, the assurance that behind the phenomenal world is a world of ‘saving lives’ of which He may eventually Form a Part. He begins to sense that behind These Lives there Stand Great Beings of Power, Wisdom and Love Who, in Their turn, are under the Supremacy of Sanat Kumara, the Eternal Youth, the Creator, the Lord of the World.

Forgiveness is Sacrifice, and is the giving up of one's self, even of one's very life, for the sake of others and for the Good of the Whole Group. This Spirit of Sacrifice is ever found when the Shamballa Force is rightly contacted, even in the smallest degree, and the underlying Impulse behind the Loving Will of God is sensed and understood, accompanied as this always is with the Desire to Participate in that Will and Its Spirit of Divine Sacrifice. Manifestation is Itself the Great Forgiveness. The stupendous Lives - outside manifested existence, entered into manifestation in order to give themselves for the lesser lives and forms of existence in order that these lesser lives might be enabled to proceed onward towards a Goal which is known to Deity alone, and thus eventually reach High Places of Spiritual Expression. Achievement is ever followed by Sacrifice and the Giving of the Greater for the lesser. This is an aspect of the Law of Evolution. Such is the Note and Theme of the Entire Creative Process and is the basic meaning of the phrase: ‘God is Love’, for Love Signifies Giving and Sacrifice, at least in this Solar System.

Behind this Spiritual Centre of Love and Light another Centre is to be found, for which the West has no name, but which is called in the East by the name ‘Shamballa’.

‘Shamballa’ is the Place where the Will of God is Focussed and from which His Divine Purposes are Directed. From it, the Great Political Movements and the Destiny of Races and Nations and their progress are determined, just as the religious movements, the cultural unfoldment and Spiritual ideas are sent forth from the Hierarchical Centre of Love and Light. Political and social ideologies and world religions, the Will of God and the Love of God, the Purpose of Divinity and the Plans whereby that Purpose is brought into Activity All Focus through that Centre of which We are each consciously a part, Humanity itself. There are, therefore, Three Great Spiritual Centres on the Planet: Shamballa, the Spiritual Hierarchy, and Humanity.
There is definite Biblical testimony to this Highest of all Centres, Shamballa. At moments of crisis in the Earthly life of Christ we read that a Voice Spoke to Him, the Voice of the Father was heard by Him, Affirming His Sonship and Setting the Seal of Approval upon His Acts and Work. At that Moment a Great Fusion of the two Spiritual Centres, the Hierarchy and Shamballa, the Kingdom of God and the World of Spirit, was brought about, and thus Spiritual Energy was released on Earth. We need to remember that the work of all World Saviours and Teachers is to act primarily as distributors of Divine Energy and as Channels for Spiritual Force. This outpouring manifests either as the Impulse behind a world religion, the Incentive behind some new political ideology, or the Principle of some scientific discovery of importance to the growth of the human Spirit. Thus do religions, governments and civilizations find their motivation. History has demonstrated that again and again these developments are the results of the appearance and the activity of some great man and woman at an advanced stage of development. Those who come forth as Teachers, Saviours or Founders of a New Religion come forth from the Hierarchy and are of the Highest Order of Spiritual Perfection.

Those who convey to man and woman the Purposes of God through New Ideological Concepts are not as yet of so High an Order, because man and woman is not yet ready for the Highest Presentation. Much has yet to be learn and mastered by man and woman, and Spiritual unfoldment always outpaces the outer expression of human relationships and the social order; hence the world religions come first and produce the conditions which make the work of the rulers possible. Those Who come forth from the Spiritual Centre, Shamballa, are of Great Power, however, and the thread of Their Influence can be traced throughout history in great declarations and pronouncements such as the Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence and the Atlantic Charter. Those who come forth from Shamballa or the Hierarchy for the Release and the Guidance of Humanity are Evoked by human Desire and Demand, for there is a Spiritual Interplay existing between Humanity and the Hierarchy, and between both and Shamballa.

Such Messengers Embody Divine Intention. The response of Mankind to Their Messages is dependent upon the ‘Point in Evolution’ which has been attained by man and woman. Back in the early history of the Race these ‘Approaches’ were rare indeed. Countless ages passed between them. Today, owing to the greatly increased power of the human mind and the growing sensitivity of the human Soul to the Spiritual Values as they express themselves through major world ideologies, these ‘Approaches’ of the Divine to the human can become more frequent and are taking on a New Form. Man’s and woman’s Inner Realization of their own Innate Spiritual potency and the
unfoldment of his and her sense of relationship are bringing about an effort on his and her part, consciously undertaken, to make true progress towards the Good, the True and the Beautiful, and this in spite of the fact of any war and the misery and suffering present upon Our Earth. It has therefore become possible to synchronize the ‘Approach’ of the Divine to the human and to instruct the masses of men in the Technique of thus ‘Invoking the Approach’. This attitude of Humanity will lead to a New Revelation, to the New World Order and to New Attitudes in the relation of man and woman to God (faiths or spiritual beliefs) and from person to person (government or social relationships).

Two major Approaches are to be found in the past history of the human race, and both are of such significance that it would be well to note them here. They lie so far back in human history that we have only myth and monument to indicate their happening.

The First Great Approach of the Divine to Mankind caused the appearance of the human Soul and the adding of another Kingdom in Nature to the three (mineral, vegetable and animal) already existing. The Kingdom of Mankind appeared on Earth.

Aeons passed away whilst primitive man and woman continued to evolve, and then the Second Great Approach took place and the Spiritual Hierarchy of Our Planet drew nearer to Humanity. The Spiritual Way to God was opened for those who consciously can move forward, who can definitely demonstrate the Christ Spirit, and who earnestly seek Enlightenment and Liberation. The True Appeal of Christ’s Words: ‘Ye shall know the Truth and the Truth shall make you Free’, urges them to move forward into the Light, through the Gate of Initiation and on to that Path which ‘Shines ever more and more until the Perfect Day’. At the time of the Second Great Approach, the fact of the Existence of the Spiritual Hierarchy, of the Open Door to Initiation and of the Way of Sacrifice first dawned on the human consciousness. From that moment men and women have found the Way and have moved out of the Human Kingdom into the Spiritual; they have transformed their human consciousness into Divine Awareness. The Kingdom of Mankind and the Kingdom of God were brought into relationship.

A Great Approach is now possible and will take place once all world conflicts are over and man and woman - Purified by Fire and suffering - has set his and her house in order and is ready, therefore, for a New Revelation. For this coming Revelation the work of the Buddha and of the Christ has been preparatory. They Embodied in Themselves two lesser Approaches, and through Their United Effort, Humanity throughout the World has been prepared to play its part in this Approach. At other times, it makes its impact directly upon the Hierarchy, and is then transmuted or stepped down so that Humanity
can take it. The three times it has been directed, unimpeded and untransmuted, towards Humanity are:

1. At the time of the Individualization of animal-man and woman when the Mind Principle was implanted. This was the birth hour of the human Soul.

2. In Atlantean days when the power of the Black Lodge was so great that defeat faced the Hierarchy and the destruction of the human Soul. Shamballa then interfered, and the world of that time was Destroyed. This period is recognized in modern history as the time of the Great Flood.

3. Today, the Powers of Darkness continue their attempts to destroy Humanity and the Spiritual Values. The Power of Shamballa was let loose, Destroying old forms, political, social and religious, but at the same time this Power was seized upon by the evil forces to destroy the Souls of men, continuing to precipitate war where possible and to destroy the cities and countries and all our areas of civilization and culture through continued reigns of the power elite through financial control, food and chemical manipulation, atomic threats, illegal drug and pharmaceutical empires along with criminal mafias and gangs of all nature.

The time has now come when this Divine Energy MUST Express Itself through the Second Aspect of the Will-to-Good, and not through the First Aspect, the Will-to-Power. Mankind has had to be shown that it is not yet liberated from form, ready for power, because the Will-to-Good is not adequately strong enough to balance this First Aspect of the Will.

What do I mean as liberation from form?

Do you realize that each time you are able to think in truth you are liberated from that form? This is a vitally important concept to grasp: ‘that will liberate from form’. Pause and realize that you are a Soul. That statement is not an intellectual way of handling words. Your awareness of yourself as a Soul includes every area of thought in which you have been able to achieve flexibility, in which you have been able to think above the forms of the past age. I am not thinking of forms on the physical plane, such as the tree, etc., but also forms on mental and astral levels, those concepts that have served to bring the consciousness of the race to that level and held it from going further. Go back the previous Discourses if you still have questions about this Truth of True Liberation from form.

Let us close here today and come back again tomorrow!
I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul at your Service.